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A B S T R A C T   

Through the long-term activation of the sympathetic nervous system and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal 
axis, chronic psychosocial stress can compromise mental and bodily health. Psychosocial stress is determined 
by the perception of social interactions as ego-threatening, and thus strongly influenced by individual social 
processing capacities. In the current study, we investigated whether three key components of social processing 
are linked to how individuals respond to the experience of acute psychosocial stress exposure. Empathy, 
compassion, and Theory of Mind (ToM) were assessed using a state-of-the-art paradigm, the EmpaToM. Par-
ticipants (N = 118) also underwent the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST), a standardized psychosocial laboratory 
stress test. Stress responses were measured in terms of salivary cortisol and alpha-amylase, heart-rate, high- 
frequency heart-rate variability (HF-HRV), and subjective stress experience. ToM performance correlated with 
different aspects of the acute psychosocial stress response. More specifically, higher levels of ToM were linked to 
increased alpha-amylase and reduced HF-HRV sensitivity to stress. Empathy and compassion levels had no in-
fluence on stress sensitivity. We conclude that ToM performance has a stable albeit contradictory association 
with acute psychosocial stress, while empathy and compassion tendencies appear to be largely unrelated. 
Overall, the relationship between EmpaToM-derived empathy, compassion, and ToM characteristics with stress 
sensitivity in the TSST is relatively weak.   

1. Introduction 

Acute psychosocial stress, although often unpleasant, is a healthy 
response to everyday adversities. However, the experience of chronic 
psychosocial strain can have detrimental effects on physical and 
emotional health, leading to a range of physiological and psychological 
pathologies [1,2]. When confronted with psychosocial stress, two main 
systems are activated. The sympathetic nervous system (SNS) prompts 
the release of epinephrine and norepinephrine from the adrenal glands, 
and the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis triggers the release 
of the main stress hormone cortisol [1,2]. 

Research has shown that the capacity to understand and control 
one’s own emotions has an important impact on an individual’s stress 
vulnerability [3]. However, we know very little about associations be-
tween stress vulnerability and the social capacity to understand and 
share the emotions and mental states of others. Because psychosocially 
stressful situations are defined by their socio-evaluative and uncon-
trollable nature [4], their perception as such is determined by social 
cognitions. In other words, the mechanisms underlying our ability to 
understand and interact with our social environment shape the very 
information upon which a given psychosocial stress response is based 
[5]. We therefore hypothesize that our abilities to share the emotions of 
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others (empathy; [6]), to generate positive feelings of concern and 
prosocial motivation towards others (compassion; [7]), and to under-
stand their thoughts and believes (Theory of Mind; [17]) affect the way 
in which we react to psychosocial stress. Previous work on the topic has 
mostly focused on the causal effect of how psychosocial stress influences 
subsequent social processes [8–10]. In the current study, we contrarily 
explored how individual differences in measures of socio-affective and 
socio-cognitive abilities are linked to adaptively coping with a psycho-
socially stressful situation. 

Empathy has been defined as the process of generating an isomorphic 
affective state of another in oneself, while realizing that the source of 
that state lies in the other [6]. Only few studies have investigated how 
empathy relates to psychosocial stress. One found no association be-
tween self-reported empathy and stress-induced cortisol release [8]. The 
other revealed elevated subjective stress in individuals with higher 
self-reported empathic concern [11]. 

While empathy is broadly understood as feeling with somebody else 
[6], compassion is about feeling for another person. More precisely, 
compassion is characterized by feelings of warmth and concern, as well 
as the motivation to help the other [7]. While empathic distress is a 
self-related negative state, often resulting in withdrawal to avoid 
negative affect, compassion is other-related, positive, linked to reward- 
and affiliation-related brain activity, and acts as a drive to care for the 
welfare of others [7]. 

Associations of compassion with psychosocial stress responsivity 
remain mostly unexplored. One study found stress-buffering effects of 
trait compassion - if participants were stressed by individuals acting in a 
supportive rather than neutral manner [12]. In the context of a longi-
tudinal mental training study (the ReSource Project; [19]), our group 
observed that regularly performed compassion-based mental training 
over a duration of three months increased compassion in the EmpaToM, 
a socio-cognitive computer task simultaneously assessing reactive 
measures of empathy, compassion and theory of mind [13], and reduced 
subjective and cortisol stress reactivity to acute psychosocial stress [14]. 
Next to an increase in positive emotions in everyday life [15], one other 
study showed a decrease in cortisol stress reactivity after eight weeks of 
loving-kindness meditation for participants adhering to high training 
frequency [16]. 

In ToM [17] an individual infers and reasons about the mental states 
of others. Another’s affective state would therefore not be reproduced 
and experienced but represented conceptually. One study which inves-
tigated the specific effects of mentalizing on psychosocial stress reac-
tivity, found elevated cortisol and heart-rate reactivity in association 
with higher mentalizing accuracy in the Reading the Mind in the Eyes 
Test (RMET; [11]). In two further studies stemming from the ReSource 
Project, a 3-month mental training module cultivating perspective tak-
ing on self and others specifically improved ToM performance in the 
EmpaToM [18], and, like the compassion-based training, had a buffering 
effect on subjective and cortisol reactivity to acute psychosocial stress 
[14]. 

Our current study was embedded in the large-scale ReSource Project 
[19]. The utilized data stem from the training-free retest control cohort, 
and from the pre-training baseline measurements of the experimental 
cohorts. In detail, we investigated in N = 118 healthy male and female 
participants whether individual differences in the tendency and ability 
to engage in certain social capacities such as empathy, compassion and 
Theory of Mind (ToM), were linked to individual differences in acute 
psychosocial stress sensitivity. Empathy and compassion tendencies as 
well as ToM capacities were measured using the computerized Empa-
ToM task [13]. These social capacities were subsequently related to 
self-reported and physiological reactivity to, and recovery from, a 
standardized psychosocial laboratory stressor, the Trier Social Stress 
Test (TSST; [20]). 

Based on the presented literature in non-clinical healthy samples, we 
derived the following hypotheses: Because a higher tendency to share 
others’ negative affective states, especially if experiencing empathic 

distress, is linked to higher psychosocial stress sensitivity, we expected 
positive associations between higher levels in empathy and the acute 
psychosocial stress response. The compassion-based training literature 
suggests a stress-buffering role of compassion. Thus, we expected higher 
levels of compassion to go along with lower psychosocial stress sensi-
tivity. With regard to ToM, mental training cultivating perspective 
taking abilities has been linked to a blunted psychosocial stress response 
[14] (see Ref. [11] for contradictory results). We therefore suggest that 
the ability to take others perspectives may already be beneficial for 
stress reduction in untrained individuals. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants 

Participants were recruited in the context of the ReSource Project, a 
multi-method longitudinal mental training intervention study [19]. Out 
of the 332 ReSource participants, a subsample of N = 130 was subjected 
to the Trier Social Stress Test without prior training exposure (either at 
the baseline measurement time point of the project, or as part of a retest 
control cohort that did not undergo any training). Twelve individuals 
were excluded from the current analysis because they were missing 
EmpaToM data points. This resulted in a sample of N = 118 participants 
(65 women; age M = 40.10, SD = 9.03, age range = 22–55). Although 
the stress data reported here have previously been published in the 
context of other research questions [14,21,22], none of these studies 
linked measures of acute stress responsivity to measures of 
socio-emotional and socio-cognitive abilities. Data derived from the 
EmpaToM has also been published elsewhere [13,18,23–29,51]. 

Before commencement of the study, volunteers underwent a 
comprehensive face-to-face mental health diagnostic interview with a 
trained clinical psychologist. The interview included a computer- 
assisted German version of the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM- 
IV Axis-I disorders, the SCID-I DIA-X [30], and a personal interview 
for Axis-II disorders, the SCID-II [31]. Volunteers were excluded if they 
fulfilled criteria for an Axis-I disorder within the past two years, or for 
schizophrenia, psychotic disorder, bipolar disorder, substance de-
pendency, or an Axis-II disorder at any time in their life. Volunteers 
taking medication influencing the HPA axis were also excluded. Details 
of the multistep recruitment procedure, inclusion/exclusion criteria, 
and the final sample description of the ReSource Project can be found in 
Ref. [19]. At the testing time point reported here, all participants were 
training-naive. Female hormonal status on the day of stress testing was 
assessed through self-report. Thirty-four women had a natural menstrual 
cycle, 11 took hormonal contraceptives, and 20 reported to have no 
cycle, either due to menopause or polycystic ovary syndrome. 

The ReSource Project was registered with the Protocol Registration 
System of ClinicalTrial.gov under the title “Plasticity of the Compas-
sionate Brain” (Identifier NCT01833104). It was approved by the 
Research Ethics Boards of Leipzig University (ethic number: 376/12-ff) 
and Humboldt University Berlin (ethic number: 2013–20, 2013–29, 
2014–10). Participants gave their written informed consent, could 
withdraw from the study at any time, and were financially compensated 
for the testing sessions. The current study was not preregistered. 

2.2. Experimental design and procedure 

TSST and EmpaToM testing took place on two separate occasions, on 
average 14 days apart (range = 1-73 days). Stress testing was performed 
between 12pm and 6pm in one 130-min session, taking place either at 
the MPI-CBS in Leipzig or at an affiliated laboratory in Berlin. Upon 
arrival at the laboratory, participants received a snack and a glass of 
juice to equalize blood sugar levels. During testing, participants were 
only allowed to drink water. At 15 min after arrival, the baseline sub-
jective stress questionnaire and saliva sample for cortisol and alpha- 
amylase measurements were collected (at − 55 min before stressor 
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onset). After a 30 min resting phase, participants were provided with the 
stress testing instructions. Following 10 min of stress anticipation, the 
subjective stress questionnaire was administered for a second time (at 
− 5 min prior to stressor onset, resulting in an anticipation phase of 15 
min duration), followed by the TSST stress phase. Subjective stress 
questionnaires and saliva samples were again collected immediately 
after the stress phase (between 10 and 12 min after stressor onset), and 
throughout the 50-min recovery phase (at 20, 30 and 55 min after 
stressor onset). An electrocardiogram (ECG) to assess sympathetic and 
parasympathetic nervous system activity was continuously recorded 
from 30 min prior until 25 min after stressor onset (see Fig. 1 for the 
testing timeline). Next to the above markers, three blood samples for the 
measurement of oxytocin were drawn throughout the stress session. 
Oxytocin data was not included in the current analysis. 

Behavioral EmpaToM data was collected inside the scanner during a 
140-min magnetic resonance imaging session at the MPI-CBS in Leipzig. 
Next to the EmpaToM, several cognitive tasks and resting state scans 
were acquired at this testing appointment. As our research question 
solely focuses on the relationship of behavioral EmpaToM data and 
psychosocial stress, these data are also not subject to the current 
analysis. 

2.3. Stress induction 

Participants underwent the Trier Social Stress Test (TSST; Kirsch-
baum et al., 1993), a standardized psychosocial stress paradigm, which 
reliably induces physiological and psychological stress responses. 
Briefly, the TSST entails an anticipation phase of flexible duration, an 
audio- and videotaped mock job talk (5 min), as well as a difficult mental 
arithmetic task (5 min). These challenges are performed in front of a 
gender-mixed committee of two alleged behavioral analysts, who are 
trained to be non-empathic to the struggles of the participant. The ef-
ficacy of the TSST to induce psychosocial stress is based on the com-
ponents of novelty, unpredictability, uncontrollability, and social- 
evaluative threat [4]. 

2.4. The EmpaToM task: Empathy, compassion and theory of mind 

The EmpaToM task is a computer-based behavioral paradigm used to 
induce and capture tendencies in empathic and compassionate 
involvement as well as mentalizing abilities [13]. The EmpaToM mea-
sures have been validated against neural activations using standard 
imaging paradigms and behavioral assessments from other published 
empathy, compassion and theory of mind paradigms [13,26]. In the 
EmpaToM, participants are initially presented with a fixation cross 
(1–3s), followed by the name of a person (1s) subsequently speaking in 
one of altogether forty-eight 15s video clips. The allegedly autobio-
graphic stories told in these video clips by actors vary in emotional 
content (neutral vs. negative) and in the kind of question posed about 
video content (factual vs. ToM-related). After each clip, participants are 

asked to rate their own subjective feeling (How do you feel, ranging 
from negative to positive?), and the degree to which they feel compas-
sionate for the person they have observed (How much compassion do 
you feel, ranging from none to very much?) on a continuous scale from 
ranging from 0 to 6. Following another fixation cross (1–3s), partici-
pants are presented with a three-answer multiple choice question either 
requiring a ToM inference of the speaker’s mental state or factual 
reasoning about the content of the shown video clip, depending on 
condition (nonToM vs. ToM) (14s). The chosen answer is highlighted 
and shown for another second, after which a fixation cross (0–2s) is 
presented. While compassion is directly reported, empathy is oper-
ationalized as an isomorphic emotional state in the observer, that is, 
ratings of affect in the emotional minus the neutral video condition. By 
using the difference score of affect ratings between emotional and 
neutral trials as an approximation of empathy, general mood during the 
task is controlled for. A higher average empathy difference score reflects 
a higher tendency to empathize. Compassion ratings were averaged 
across all trials types. A composite ToM score was calculated by 
z-standardizing accuracy and reaction times, subtracting reaction time 
means from accuracy ratings, and dividing the result by two, providing a 
measure of ToM capacity controlling for individual differences in speed 
and/or accuracy driven response strategies. 

2.5. Measures of acute stress reactivity 

Cortisol and alpha-amylase. Cortisol and alpha-amylase were captured 
as proxies of HPA axis and sympathetic nervous system activity. They 
were collected in saliva using Salivettes (Sarstedt, Nümbrecht, Ger-
many). Participants placed the saliva collection swabs in their mouth 
and refrained from chewing for 2 min. Salivettes were stored at − 30 ◦C 
until assay (at the Department of Biological and Clinical Psychology, 
University of Trier, Germany). For determination of cortisol activity 
(nmol/l), a time-resolved fluorescence immunoassay with intra- and 
interassay variabilities of less than 10% and 12% was used [32]. 
Alpha-amylase activity (expressed in U/ml) was determined using an 
enzyme kinetic method [33]. Because one or more measurements were 
missing, three participants were excluded from cortisol and six partici-
pants were excluded from alpha-amylase analysis. 

Autonomic nervous system activity. To gauge autonomic activity, 
heart-rate and high frequency heart-rate-variability (HF-HRV) were 
continuously sampled at a frequency of 250 Hz using the Zephyr Bio-
harness 3 (Zephyr Technology, Annapolis, Maryland, USA). Heart-rate is 
a measure of predominantly sympathetic activity, with higher fre-
quencies relating to increased activity. HF-HRV measures the variability 
of heart-rate in the respiration frequency range of 0.15–0.4 Hz, and is 
considered a reliable marker of parasympathetic, specifically vagus 
nerve, activity [34]. The current 65-min electrocardiography recording 
was split into four time-phases: A 10-min timeframe before stressor 
onset (from − 30 to − 20 min), a 20-min timeframe before and during the 
anticipatory phase (from − 20 to 0 min), a 10-min timeframe right after 

Fig. 1. TSST testing timeline. Baseline subjective stress, cortisol and alpha-amylase samples were collected at − 55 min before stressor onset. Participants received 
testing instructions 15 min before stressor onset, resulting in 10 min of stress anticipation. The subjective stress questionnaire was administered for a second time at 
− 5 min prior to stressor onset. Subjective stress questionnaires and saliva samples were again collected at 10, 20, 30 and 55 min after stressor onset. An electro-
cardiogram to assess sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activity was continuously recorded from 30 min prior until 25 min after stressor onset. 
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stressor onset (from 0 to 10 min), and a 15-min timeframe in the re-
covery phase (from 10 to 25 min). Because of variation in the transitions 
between phases, only the middle 8-min ECG sequences of baseline and 
stress phases were included into the analysis (i.e., the first and last mi-
nutes per phase were excluded). For the same reason, only the final 
8-min sequence of the recovery phase was included. Raw ECG data was 
extracted using Matrix Laboratory (Matlab; version R2014a) and 
manually checked for artifacts using in-house software of the MPI CBS. 
Twenty participants were excluded from analysis due to unusable or 
missing data in one of the time phases. Lastly, using Artiifact [35], beats 
per min (heart-rate) and square milliseconds (HF-HRV) were averaged 
per participant in each time-frame. 

Self-reported stress. Subjective stress experience throughout the stress 
session was assessed using the 20-item state scale of the State Trait 
Anxiety Inventory [36] which targets feelings of apprehension, 
nervousness, tension, worry, and activation/arousal of the autonomic 
nervous system. The state scale of the STAI has been validated as a 
measure of subjective stress experience across numerous studies [37]. 

2.6. Statistical analysis 

Analyses were performed using R 4.1.2 [38]. All physiological 
measures were ln-transformed and winsorized to 3 standard deviations 
to handle skewness and normalize the data for subsequent analysis. 

Model building. To capture cortisol, alpha-amylase, STAI, heart-rate 
and HF-HRV stress sensitivity, Area under the curve with respect to in-
crease (AUCi) was calculated. AUCi is a measure of overall stress- 
sensitivity, as the recovery period is included in the calculation [39]. 
Subsequently, stress marker AUCi were predicted by EmpaToM-derived 
empathy, compassion and ToM using linear multiple regression 
modeling. 

Concerning covariates, age and gender were added as control vari-
ables in the cortisol models. Because a female “hormonal status” factor 
with four levels (male, natural cycle, hormonal contraceptives or no 
cycle) did not significantly improve model fit in comparison to partici-
pant gender, it was not included into the cortisol model. Age, gender and 
BMI were included in the alpha-amylase, heart-rate and HF-HRV 
models. In the STAI model, only age and gender were included as con-
trolling factors. Empathy, compassion and ToM were added as single 
fixed effects. Standardized regression coefficients (β), confidence in-
tervals (CI) and p-values are reported. 

Because TSST and EmpaToM data acquisition was not realized on the 
same day, we conducted follow-up analyses while controlling for the 
number of days between testing sessions. Only for the alpha-amylase 
model, an additional significant interaction of number of days be-
tween testing and compassion emerged. All other effects remained un-
affected. For a more detailed description of the follow-up analysis, see 
the Supplementary Results. 

Missing data. As the calculation of AUCi requires complete data sets, 
participants missing single data points were excluded from analysis via 
list-wise deletion. In our sample of N = 118 participants, N = 3 were 

missing at least one cortisol data-point, N = 4 were missing at least one 
alpha-amylase data-point and N = 3 were missing at least one STAI data 
point. N = 20 participants were missing at least one heart-rate data point 
and N = 21 participants were missing at least one HF-HRV data-point. 
Furthermore, N = 3 participants were missing BMI data-points, further 
reducing the available observations for the alpha-amylase, heart-rate 
and HF-HRV models. The number of observations in each model can be 
found in the model summaries (see Table 2). 

3. Results 

3.1. Descriptive results 

Descriptive statistics and intercorrelations of the employed measures 
and variables are presented in Table 1. Age and BMI showed a positive 
association, suggesting higher BMI values with increasing age (r = 0.33, 
CI [0.16, 0.49]). Compassion ratings were moderately correlated with 
empathy ratings (r = 0.49, CI [0.34, 0.62]). Regarding the assessed 
stress markers (all operationalized as AUCis) heart-rate and HF-HRV 
showed a negative correlation (r = − 0.47, CI [-0.61, − 0.30]) and 
heart-rate and cortisol showed a positive correlation (r = 0.22, CI [0.01, 
0.40]). The remaining stress markers showed no associations. ToM was 
positively correlated with both alpha-amylase (r = 0.27, CI [0.09, 0.43]) 
and HF-HRV (r = 0.26, CI [0.06, 0.44]). We found no gender differences 
in terms of empathy (d = − 0.32, CI [-0.69, 0.07] or compassion (d =
− 0.33, CI [-0.72, 0.05]). Women had moderately higher ToM scores 
than men (d = 0.40, CI [-0.77, − 0.01]). 

3.2. Stress induction 

N = 87 (73,73%) participants exhibited an average cortisol increase 
of at least 1.5 nmol/L from baseline levels, a threshold previously 
defined as a relevant physiological stress response [40]. Stress marker 
trajectories for all participants across the testing session are presented in 
Fig. 2. 

3.3. Association of stress markers with empathy, compassion and theory 
of mind 

In our main models, cortisol, alpha-amylase, heart-rate, HF-HRV and 
STAI stress sensitivity were modeled using AUCis as dependent vari-
ables. EmpaToM-derived empathy, compassion and ToM were entered 
into the models as predictors. Regression estimates and fit indices are 
summarized in Table 2. 

Cortisol. Regarding cortisol stress sensitivity, we found no significant 
effects of empathy (β = − 0.13, CI [− 0.34, 0.12], p = 0.228), compassion 
(β = 0.13, CI [− 0.09, 0.34], p = 0.244) or ToM (β = 0.08, CI [− 0.11, 
0.28], p = 0.383) on cortisol stress sensitivity. Of the control variables, 
only age had a significant effect on the cortisol AUCi (β = − 0.21, CI 
[− 0.40, − 0.01], p = 0.039), suggesting lower cortisol AUCi with higher 
age. 

Table 1 
Means, standard deviations, and correlations of covariates, EmpaToM variables and stress marker AUCi.  

Variable M SD 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 Age 40.10 9.03          
2 BMI 23.69 2.79 .33**         
3 Empathy 1.52 0.80 − .14 − .17        
4 Compassion 3.37 0.77 .10 − .06 .49**       
5 ToM 0.00 0.80 − .04 − .10 .13 .05      
6 Cortisol 38.71 46.26 − .19* .03 − .04 .04 .07     
7 Alpha-amylase 27.97 34.04 .06 − .19* .02 − .01 .27** − .03    
8 STAI 465.52 552.33 − .12 − .04 .09 .03 − .02 .04 − .00   
9 Heart-rate 6.25 3.92 − .13 − .05 − .04 − .02 − .08 .22* − .06 .06  
10 HF-HRV − 19.56 38.42 − .10 .02 .02 .06 .26* .02 .16 − .14 − .47** 

Note. Mean (M) and standard deviation (SD). *p < 0.05. **p < 0.01. 
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Alpha-amylase. There was a significant effect of ToM (β = 0.23, CI 
[0.04, 0.41], p = 0.018) on alpha-amylase stress-sensitivity. In detail, 
higher ToM levels predicted higher alpha-amylase stress-sensitivity (see 
Fig. 3). Empathy (β = 0.02, CI [− 0.19, 0.23], p = 0.840) and compassion 
(β = − 0.03, CI [− 0.24, 0.18], p = 0.777), or any of the control variables, 
showed no significant effects. 

STAI. There were no significant effects of empathy (β = 0.06, CI 
[− 0.16, 0.28], p = 0.579), compassion (β = 0.00, CI [− 0.21, 0.22], p =
0.968), ToM (β = − 0.05, CI [− 0.25, 0.14], p = 0.586), or of any of the 
control variables on subjective stress sensitivity. 

Heart-rate. There were no significant effects of empathy (β = − 0.06, 
CI [− 0.30, 0.19], p = 0.644), compassion (β = 0.03, CI [− 0.21, 0.26], p 

= 0.817), ToM (β = − 0.12, CI [− 0.33, 0.10], p = 0.289), or of any of the 
control variables on heart-rate stress sensitivity. 

HF-HRV. There was a significant effect of ToM on HF-HRV stress- 
sensitivity (β = 0.33, CI [0.13, 0.31], p = 0.002). In detail, higher ToM 
levels predicted lower HF-HRV stress-sensitivity (see Fig. 4; keep in 
mind that heart-rate variability decreases when under stress). Empathy 
(β = − 0.05, CI [− 0.28, 0.18], p = 0.689) and compassion (β = 0.09, CI 
[− 0.13, 0.31], p = 0.401) were unaffected by ToM levels Also, there was 
a significant effect of gender on HF-HRV (β = − 0.55, CI [− 0.98, − 0.12], 
p = 0.013), suggesting greater HF-HRV stress sensitivity in women. 

Fig. 2. Overview of TSST stress marker trajectories. Trajectories of raw cortisol (A), alpha-amylase (B), subjective stress (C), heart-rate (D) and logarithmized HF- 
HRV (E) across the TSST testing session with standard errors for each measurement point. 
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Table 2 
Multiple regression model summaries.  

AUCi Cortisol Alpha-amylase STAI 

Predictors β CI В CI β CI 

(Intercept) 0.05 − 0.24–0.34 − 0.17 − 0.46–0.11 − 0.10 − 0.38–0.19 
Age ¡0.21 * − 0.40–− 0.01 0.11 − 0.10–0.31 − 0.14 − 0.33–0.06 
Gender [Women] − 0.09 − 0.49–0.31 0.31 − 0.09–0.71 0.18 − 0.22–0.58 
Empathy − 0.13 − 0.35–0.09 0.02 − 0.19–0.23 0.06 − 0.16–0.28 
Compassion 0.13 − 0.09–0.34 − 0.03 − 0.24–0.18 0.00 − 0.21–0.22 
ToM 0.08 − 0.11–0.28 0.23 * 0.04–0.41 − 0.05 − 0.25–0.14 
BMI   − 0.18 − 0.38–0.01   
Observations 115 111 115 
R2/R2 adjusted 0.057/0.014 0.146/0.097 0.029/− 0.016 

AUCi Heart-rate HF-HRV 
Predictors β CI β CI 
(Intercept) − 0.13 − 0.46–0.19 0.30 − 0.00–0.61 
Age − 0.17 − 0.41–0.08 − 0.05 − 0.28–0.17 
Gender [Women] 0.24 − 0.21–0.70 ¡0.55 * − 0.98–− 0.12 
BMI 0.01 − 0.23–0.24 0.03 − 0.19–0.25 
Empathy − 0.06 − 0.30–0.19 − 0.05 − 0.28–0.18 
Compassion 0.03 − 0.21–0.26 0.09 − 0.13–0.31 
ToM − 0.12 − 0.33–0.10 0.33 ** 0.13–0.53 
Observations 95 94 
R2/R2 adjusted 0.036/− 0.030 0.157/0.099 

Note. Multiple linear regression coefficients for AUCi cortisol, alpha-amylase, STAI, heart-rate and HF-HRV models. Standardized beta-coefficients (β), confidence 
intervals (CI) are presented. Significant regression weights are depicted as * p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. 

Fig. 3. High ToM increases alpha-amylase reactivity. Effects of EmpaToM-derived ToM differences (median split) on logarithmized alpha-amylase. Higher ToM 
capabilities were associated with greater alpha-amylase AUCi, indicating that participants with higher ToM abilities showed an increased alpha-amylase 
stress response. 
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4. Discussion 

The current study investigated the link between social capacities and 
the propensity to react to a psychosocial stressor. More specifically, we 
explored associations of behaviorally collected individual differences in 
empathy, compassion, and ToM, assessed with the EmpaToM [13], and 
subjective, autonomic and hormonal stress markers collected during a 
psychosocial laboratory stress test, the TSST. Stress sensitivity was 
operationalized as the area under the curve with respect to increase for 
all stress markers. Based on previous findings [14], we expected a link 
between higher levels of compassion and ToM with reduced stress 
sensitivity. In contrast, higher empathy ratings when exposed to others’ 
suffering were expected to go along with stronger stress responses. 

We found associations of higher levels in ToM performance with 
decreased HF-HRV stress-sensitivity and increased alpha-amylase stress- 
sensitivity. Cortisol, subjective and heart-rate stress-sensitivity 
remained unaffected. 

Contrasting our expectations, empathy, the ability to share the 
feelings and emotions of others, had no significant effects on any of the 
assessed stress-markers. Thus, other than previously reported [11], 
subjective stress reactivity was not increased with higher levels of 
empathy. The most plausible explanation for this discrepancy is that 
empathy assessments greatly differed in our and Tollenaar and Over-
gaauw’s studies. While in the EmpaToM, empathy is gauged as an 
isomorphic momentary affective state, Tollenaar & Overgaauw assessed 
self-reported trait empathy using the Interpersonal Reactivity Index 
(IRI) [41]. In detail, the previously reported association of empathy with 
subjective stress was driven by the empathic concern subscale of the IRI, 
which is defined as the experience of emotions of warmth, sympathy, 
and concern for others. Furthermore, in our model [7], we differentiate 

between a healthy empathic response and empathic distress, whereby 
only the latter represents a non-adaptive response to others’ suffering. It 
may well be, that the EmpaToM videos elicited healthy empathic re-
sponses, which were too weak to activate the threat-system. 

Like empathy, compassion, the ability to feel for another individual 
in need, showed no association with any of the stress markers. It seems 
plausible that in a situation of ongoing stress, in which people suffer due 
to the behavior of others (rather than witnessing suffering in others), and 
which, like the TSST, is deprived of social feedback cues, compassion is 
not an intuitive strategy for stress regulation. This reasoning is in line 
with results by Cosley and colleagues [12] who found stress-buffering 
effects of trait compassion in a TSST-like paradigm only if participants 
were stressed by individuals behaving in a supportive, rather than 
neutral, manner. If individuals learn to cultivate compassion as a strat-
egy against adversity in the context of mental training interventions, 
they may employ it more consciously in phases of acute stress. Conse-
quently, higher levels of trained compassion would show effects on 
physiological stress sensitivity [14] that are not discernible when 
focusing on naïve compassion abilities. 

ToM, the ability to conceptualize others’ mental states, was associ-
ated with sympathetic and parasympathetic stress sensitivity. Interest-
ingly, higher ToM performance predicted both greater alpha-amylase 
and lower HF-HRV stress responses, suggesting inverse associations of 
ToM and psychosocial stress sensitivity, depending on the underlying 
autonomic stress marker. 

A positive association of mentalizing abilities and sympathetic (i.e., 
alpha-amylase) stress sensitivity confirms the previously reported rela-
tionship of increased heart-rate reactivity with higher levels of ToM 
[11]. It also matches research in patients with Autism Spectrum Disorder 
(ASD), who generally suffer from substantial ToM deficits and show 

Fig. 4. High ToM reduces HF-HRV reactivity. Effects of EmpaToM-derived ToM differences (median split) on logarithmized HF-HRV. Higher ToM capabilities 
were associated with higher HF-HRV AUCi, indicating that participants with higher ToM abilities showed a blunted HF-HRV stress response. 
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blunted HR and cortisol responses to psychosocial stress [42]. The found 
association of higher mentalizing abilities with lower parasympathetic 
(i.e., HF-HRV) stress sensitivity, does not support this line of research, 
however. Although stress exposure may perturb the ability to infer 
other’s feelings in general, higher ToM abilities may also be helpful to 
interpret the TSST committee’s behavior (i.e., their intention to induce 
stress). This insight would likely make the committee members easier to 
relate to, and the situation less threatening altogether. Previously, as-
sociations of ToM and heart-rate variability have been found in terms of 
higher resting state heart-rate variability and better mentalizing abilities 
(for a meta-analysis see Ref. [43]). 

Given their cooperation in the regulation of bodily functions [44], a 
linear relationship of sympathetic and parasympathetic activity with 
ToM would have been anticipated. However, both at baseline and after 
challenge, different stress markers often show only weak associations 
[45], especially if measured through different methodology [22]. 
Accordingly, alpha-amylase and HF-HRV stress-sensitivity showed no 
significant correlation in the current sample. In this context, it is 
important to realize that the different components of the autonomic 
stress system, while collectively reacting to a stressor, serve different 
purposes [46]. In detail, average mentalizing abilities could be linked to 
greater energy allocation via salivary enzymes, while at the same time 
favoring cardio-vascular adaptability in terms of a blunted HF-HRV re-
action. Overall, contradictory associations of individual differences with 
different stress markers illustrate the complexity of the human stress 
system [22]. 

There are several limitations to the current study. First, since no 
experimental manipulation was employed, all findings are solely of 
correlational nature. Thus, no conclusions about a causal link between 
socio-affective and socio-cognitive capacities with acute psychosocial 
stress can be drawn. Second, a large number of participants were missing 
heart-rate and HF-HRV data points, leading to possible power issues 
concerning small effect sizes. Third, EmpaToM data acquisition was 
realized during an fMRI testing session, possibly influencing empathy 
and compassion ratings as well as ToM performance in comparison to a 
more natural testing environment. Last, TSST and EmpaToM data 
collection was not realized on the same day. To assure reproducibility of 
the results, follow-up analysis were conducted controlling for the dif-
ferences in time between testing sessions. 

In summary, we find that while training-naïve empathy and 
compassion tendencies show no associations, mentalizing abilities are 
differentially linked to different aspects of the acute psychosocial stress 
response. Inconsistencies of these findings with the previous literature 
suggest that the relationship of social processing abilities with stress 
sensitivity is relatively weak if assessed at baseline. The targeted 
training of empathy, compassion and ToM in the context of meditation- 
based interventions, however, seems to boost associations (for a meta- 
analysis see Ref. [47]). Given the functional complexity of the 
different branches of the stress system, the collection of numerous stress 
markers, even if indexing highly interconnected stress components, is of 
great importance to obtain a fine-grained representation of the acute 
stress response [48]. 
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